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Abstract: Recent years have witnessed the emergence of WSNs as a replacement information-gathering paradigm. Among that an
oversize variants of sensors scatter over a police work field and extracts information of interests by reading real-world phenomena from
the physical setting. To reduce the data packets unit of measurement forwarded to the data sink via multi-hop relays among sensors.
Routing could be a crucial issue in information gathering device network, whereas on the alternative hand, sleep-wake synchronization
is the key issues for event detection device networks. To spice up the energy efficiency, sensors functioning supports duty cycle. The
essential mechanism for sleep programming is to select out a sub-set of nodes to be awake throughout a given epoch whereas the
remaining nodes calculates unit of measurement among the sleep state that minimizes power consumption, that the general energy
consumption are reduced. This focuses on sleep programming for High Speed ,energy efficient at Idle slots where we want to speed up
the transmission speed of the network
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1. Introduction
The basic plan of geographic routing is greedy routing.
Specifically, every packet is labeled with the coordinates of
its destination; all nodes apprehend their own coordinates,
and a node transmits the packet to its neighbor that's
geographically closes to the destination. The earliest
proposal for location based routing is within which
incorporates a native minimum downside therein a node
might haven't any nearer neighbor to the destination. For this
reason, face routing and its variants are planned to use
geometric rules (e.g., hand rule) to route around voids close
to the native minimum shut in it happens. However, these
algorithms need changing the network into a planate graph
or removing this.
This is the primary path searched by geographic routing.
These embody all the methods found by location based
routing. Problematic cross links from the network, that aren't
terribly applicable in realistic conditions what is more,
there's conjointly an entire downside in geographic routing,
therein a hole will be shaped by a group of dead sensing
element nodes running out of energy or being broken. To
unravel this downside, some analysis work tries to spot the
total boundary nodes 1st then use these boundary nodes to
avoid the outlet. Others attempt to use geometric modeling
to seek out an optimized hole by passing routing path.
Recently, by employing a step back and mark strategy once
it cannot notice successive hop node, a 2 part geographic
forwarding (TPGF), that doesn't have the native minimum or
the total downside. With a label primarily based
improvement technique, TPGF will optimize the routing
methods by finding one with the smallest amount range of
hops. However, of these works solely take into account
WSNs with static nodes.
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Recently, several timeserving routing protocols are planned
to increase geographic routing to duty cycled WSNs. all of
them attempt to reach this goal by dynamically selecting the
forwarding node supported the simplest potential node that
may transmit packets. Specially, these protocols usually take
under consideration such factors as link uncertainty to adapt
routing consequently. However, few of those works address
the native minimum or whole drawback, and nearly of these
works don\'t take into account matters that device nodes will
be mobile.
Existing System
The existing works on sleep planning in WSNs has the main
targets as a pair of targets: purpose coverage and node
coverage. For purpose coverage (also stated as abstraction
coverage), the awake nodes in each epoch square measure
chosen to cover every purpose of the deployed field.
Existing purpose coverage oriented algorithms dissent in
their sleep designing goals: minimizing energy consumption
or minimizing average event detection latency. For node
coverage ( also referred to as network coverage), awake
nodes square measure elite to construct a globally connected
network such each asleep node may be a quickly neighbor of
a minimum of 1 awake node.
However, of those works generally targeted on the medium
ACC layer of static WSNs with static nodes. totally different
disadvantages embrace native minimum disadvantage arise
as a results of nodes gift shut sink, Sink mobile information
is flooded alone on demand, each node should not have
enough initial neighbors thus on kind it easier for the node
neighbor node demand.
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2. Proposed System
The duty-cycled WSNs with mobile sensors and propose a
pair
of
geographic-distance-based
connected-k
neighborhood (GCKN) sleep coming up with algorithms.
The changed GCKNF sleep coming up with rule is supposed
to explore shorter initial transmission ways in which for
geographic routing in duty-cycled mobile WSNs. wide range
of traffic load and in addition guarantees shorter latency for
this type of necessary and delay-sensitive packets.
Sensed information have to be compelled to reach the SB at
intervals a specific amount or before the expiration of a
degree in time. Hence, intermediate nodes would like
propellant the delivery order of data packets in their ready
queue supported their importance and delivery purpose in
time. Sleep mode draw back exists with interference. What’s
additional, most existing packet coming up with algorithms
of WSN area unit neither dynamic nor acceptable for giant
scale applications. This addresses the sleep coming up with
draw back in duty cycled WSNs with mobile nodes
mistreatment geographic routing.
In the projected system, the foremost alter is degree
intelligent hybrid mackintosh duty cycled mobile device
geographic routing networks. The projected system consists
of two sections 1) Z-MAC and 2) Q-MAC.
Z-MAC has the setup section. In setup section there are a
unit neighbor discovery, slot assignment, native frame
exchange and international time synchronization steps has
been done. These operations run just one occasion
throughout the setup section.
Q-MAC theme that offers quality of service by
differentiating network services supported priority levels.
The priority levels replicate the criticality of data packets
originating from wholly completely different device nodes.
For implementing degree intelligent hybrid mackintosh duty
cycled mobile device geographic routing networks would
really like 2 geographic distance primarily based connectedk neighborhood (GCKN) sleep coming up with algorithms.
the opposite is that the geographic distance primarily based
connected-k neighborhood for all paths2 (MODIFIED
GCKNA) sleep coming up with rule, for geographic routing
relating to all ways in which explored in duty cycled mobile
WSNs.

Figure 3.1: Block diagram representation
The given blocks represent the planning of the system. As
shown at intervals the figure four.1, the receiver will receive
packets. The packets are classified supported their priority
with the help of degree packet priority analyzer. Supported
their priority it will be allotted to altogether totally different
queues. From the queue the packets are transmitted by the
transmitter. This could be the basic mechanism involved at
intervals the network.
The power controller block is that the master block. That has
the necessary mechanisms to produce sleep/awake HSEEIS
mobile device networks to the system. HSEEIS are dead
with facilitating of two steps. Z-MAC has the setup half. In
setup half there are a unit neighbor discovery, slot
assignment, native frame exchange and international time
synchronization steps has been done. These operations run
only one occasion throughout the setup half. Q-MAC theme
that has quality of service by differentiating network
services supported priority levels.
3.1 Flow Chart of Hseeis Algorithm
Geographic distance based connected-k sleep scheduling
algorithms are deployed in this. Figure 3.2 shows the flow
chart for this algorithm.

The advantages of this approach area unit exaggerated the
life time of sensors, Consume less energy, Delay is simply
too reduced., native minimum drawback is resolved , Sink
mobile data flooded once it moves its position and each one
nodes can have the prospect to sleep and avoid staying
awake all the time.

3. Block Diagram

Figure 3.2 Flowchart of HSEEIS algorithm.
In figure three.2, changed GCKNF, every node sends probe
packets to its neighbor nodes and receives the ACK packet
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from its neighbor nodes. With that, every node calculates
whether or not it presently satisfies the connected
neighborhood demand or not (Step two of the primary a part
of changed GCKNF). If it already belongs to a connected-k
neighborhood or its transmission radius is that the most, the
node maintains its transmission radius. Otherwise, the node
will increase its transmission radius till the connected-k
neighborhood seems (Step three of the primary a part of
changed GCKNF).
In the second a part of changed GCKNF, the geographic
locations (e.g., go) every node and also the sink square
measure obtained (Step one of the second a part of changed
GCKNF) and also the each node’s neighbor that's nearest to
sink is known (Step three of the second part of changed
GCKNF). Within the third a part of changed GCKNF, a
random rank ranku4 of every node u is picked (Step 1of the
third a part of changed GCKNF) and also the set metal of
up’s presently awake neighbors having rank rankers
computed (Step five of the third part of changed GCKNF).
Before u will move to sleep, it has to make sure that 1) all
nodes in metal square measure connected by nodes with
rank
The transmission radius of the node is magnified if the
connected-k neighborhood requirement4The rank here is
that the same because the ranking CKN. The worth of each
rank is random in every epoch and that they are while not
real that means. Isn’t glad and also the transmission radius is
maintained if the nodes type a connected-k neighborhood or
the transmission radius is already the utmost (Step three of
the primary a part of changed GCKNA).
In the second a part of changed GCKNA, the geographic
distance between itself and also the sink granku5 is picked
(Step 1of the second a part of changed GCKNA) and also
the set Cu of up’s presently awake neighbors having grand

4. Modules
This chapter provides an overview about the different
modules involved in the project including its operational
characteristics.

There is a unit four quite the energy consumption in WSNs
besides transmittal and sensing.
1) Collision: The collision can occur if there is a unit 2
nodes wish to transfer information to a similar node. By
this case, the each nodes need to carry the information
and therefore the energy are going to be wasted.
2) Sparse: In traditional, the nodes area unit deployed by
random. There’ll be distributed in some areas thanks to
the random readying. The nodes in these areas can
consume a lot of energy for transmittal.
3) Overhead: once nodes transmit information to the
opposite node, the neighbor nodes can receive this
redundant information. It’ll waste the energy for
receiving the redundant information.
4) Idle: There is a unit 3 standing for every node that area
unit sleep, active and idle. If keep in idle standing with
long length, it waste the energy for listening channel.
There are unit 2 classes of sleeping management
mechanism, random sleep time and periodic sleep time.
In sleeping management mechanism, there are unit 2
components for every duty cycle that area unit active
standing and sleep standing. For active standing, detector
nodes might communicate with neighbor nodes. For
sleep standing, detector nodes can suspend all
communication to save lots of energy.
The Optimal Sleep Control for Wireless Sensor
Networks (OSC)
The frequency of relay of the sensor nodes nearest from the
sink is reduced through raising the probability of sleeping of
the sensors farthest from the sink.

4.1 Modules Involved





2) Power management is employed in sensing elements to
regulate the vary of sense: typically sensor nodes area
unit created at the foremost sensitive vary once sensing,
however exploitation power management to regulate the
sense vary are going to be able to attain the effectiveness
of saving power.
3) Effective routing path to Sink: as wireless sensing
element nodes adopt the strategy of Multi Hops,
therefore a way to notice a shortest path and create the
info transmitted to the sink to succeed in the through out
of power saving is incredibly necessary.
4) Cut back the overhead of knowledge: once a sensing
element node delivers data, alternative nodes near it's
going to receive the data that's not transmitted to them.
This can cause the consumption of power, therefore
commonly the close to nodes are going to be created to
sleep to avoid the happening of overhead.

Sleep/Active Control
GCKN Sleep Scheduling Algorithm.
CSMA / CA
HSEEIS

4.2 Sleep/Active Control
In general, sensing element nodes area unit little, low value
equipments and usually subject to a tight energy constraint.
Hence, energy conservation could be a crucial issue for
WSNs. a way to reserve the ability of sensing element nodes
to extend the effectiveness of entire network is that the
worthy issue for several researchers. The technology of
power saving is separated into four study aspects
1) The schedule between the sleeping and waking up of
sensors: achieves the effectiveness of saving power by
sleeping mechanism.
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Performance Evaluations

Figure 4.2 The optimal sleep control chart
As shown in Figure four.2, the algorithmic rule is split into
four stages: 1) establish network, 2) originated the chance of
sleeping of every detector node during this level, 3)
originated energy table, and 4) prepare the sleep and active
of detector nodes in line with the energy table. Within the
stage of building network, detector nodes square measure
distributed at intervals the vary supported the sink because
the center of the circle and R because the radius. During this
circle, the amount square measure separated by the tactic of
the concentric circles and every detector nodes square
measure settled in numerous levels.
After the primary stage, the chance of coming into sleeping
of the detector nodes in every level is established. The
chance is fathom via the distributive density of detector
nodes and so detector nodes in every level are set to sleep or
awake. It is potential to regulate the sleep and active time in
line with the remaining energy of detector nodes. It’ll save a
lot of power of detector nodes and create extend the life time
of the complete wireless detector networks.
GCKN SLEEP SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
There are 2 geographic-distance-based connected-k
neighborhood (GCKN) sleep programming algorithms.
1st|the primary} one is that the geographic distance
primarily based connected-k neighborhood for first path
(GCKNF) sleep programming algorithmic program. The
other is that the geographic-distance-based connected-k
neighborhood for all paths (GCKNA) sleeps programming
algorithmic program
Assumptions
Assume that every node is aware of its own location by
employing a world Position System (GPS) receiver or some
quality based mostly localization algorithmic program. Any
assume that every node additionally is aware of the locations
of the supply and sink nodes by flooding or expedient
flooding. Specifically, as every detector is aware of its own
location, if the sink is static and traditional detector nodes
area unit mobile, the sink location data solely must be
flooded once. If the sink is mobile and traditional detector
nodes area unit static, the sink location data desires tube
flooded once it moves to a replacement location.
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed Modified
GCKN algorithms when applying geographic routing into
duty cycled mobile WSNs, conduct extensive simulations in
NetTopo6. Use TPGF as our geographic routing due to the
unique desirable characters of TPGF in dealing with the
local minimum or whole problem as well as the shortest and
multipath transmission prosperities of TPGF. Compare the
performance of the proposed GCKN algorithms with CKN
and GSS, since CKN and GSS are the only other sleep
scheduling algorithms focusing on geographic routing in
duty cycled WSNs. The performance metric is the lengths of
the transmission paths searched by TPGF in duty cycled
WSNs employing GCKN, CKN, and GSS, as the length
of6NetTopo is an open source software on Source Forge for
simulating and visualizing WSNs.
4.4 CSMA/CA
Here the controller of waterproof is enforced on high of the
link layer. Every node will grasp the neighbor data at the
time of your time slot allocation. Whereas slot allocation
every node shares it’s immediate node data to others, thus by
this data every node will store the knowledge concerning
two hop neighbors cluster information, like virtual bunch. In
wireless detector network, the nodes are stable and static for
his or her life time, therefore the neighbor node convenience
not about to be amendment until last. and therefore the main
work is to keep up sleep a lot of and effective knowledge
forwarding by accessing the waterproof layer, therefore the
link failure is out of the scope of this and there ar such a
large amount of routing strategies offered to focus on link
failure, thus it\'s necessary to incorporate and check the link
failures with Improved Sleep planning protocol.
The neighbor nodes are unaware concerning neighbor
standing, because of freelance cycle. Thus node ought to
inform to alternative nodes before goes to sleep. Thus this
can be the explanation to share the synchronization message.
Within the improved Sleep planning enforced the entire
node will sleep and awake at same time and same interval, if
it not has any knowledge. In case, any node has the
information to send to base station then sender and receiver
ought to be in active mode, remaining the entire node will
visit sleep. to form synchronization b/w sender and receiver
and neighbor node use RTS/CTS.

As shown in figure four.3, here the entire time is split into
slots, and any slots into sub slots. every node synchronal
timer, therefore every nodes is aware of once the time
interval begins and ends. All the nodes are going to be in
idle listen mode at starting of every time interval. If any
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node has information then the node can check the slot
convenience in sub slot. If node has high priority
information then it will occupy initial sub slot, or own slot
suggests that second sub slot alternatively third sub slot.
The basic CSMA/CA protocol with some modifications is
employed. The channel access management mechanisms
provided by the Mack layer also are called a multiple access
protocol. This makes it attainable for many stations
connected to identical physical medium to share it. Samples
of shared physical media area unit bus networks, ring
networks, hub networks, wireless networks and 0.5 duplex
purpose to purpose links. To access the channel system
makes the RTS and CTS sharing.

From figure 4.8, in slot i+2, node A and C created
rendezvous between them. on it slot node B and D won\'t
awaken. Thus, B and D save energy by lingering sleep time
avoiding transition. Node A & C save energy by avoiding
RTS, CTS competition for obtaining the slot. Thus, creation
of rendezvous slot enhance energy potency for all nodes in 2
hop neighbor whether or not they participate in transmission
or not.
Sensor node transmits the RTS and CTS packets with most
power Pmax. The supply node uses power level Pdesired to
transmit information packet. Performance metrics utilized in
analysis of IH-MAC protocol square measure Energy
consumption, Delivery magnitude relation and Average
Packet Latency.

4.5 HSEEIS Algorithm
High Speed Energy Efficient at Idle Slots combines the
strength of CSMA, pair wise TDMA(link scheduling) and
broadcast TDMA. The owner calculation is performed by
each sensor node locally by clock arithmetic.
Consider the figure 4.6, let there are 8 neighbor nodes. In
that every node is 1 or 2 hop neighbor to each other.
Consider
the
diagram
given
below.
In
that
T1,T2….represent the slot sequences and S1,S2…represent
the sensor nods.

The rendezvous slots can also be calculated by clock
arithmetic. Let node S1 wants to create a rendezvous.

Figure 4.7 Rendezvous slot selection for 8 sensor nodes
(T17 is rendezvous slot for s1 but T9 is not rendezvous slot)

Energy Consumption: throughout significant traffic IHMAC outperforms S-MAC and performs like T-MAC. it\'s
as a result of throughout significant traffic IH-MAC makes
rendezvous slots. However as traffic declines energy
potency of IH-MAC deteriorates.
T-MAC performs higher throughout low traffic. But, TMAC trades off latency for energy savings. it\'s evident from
that If one will implement power adjustment feature of IHMAC it'll be additional energy economical. Average packet
latency: The IH-MAC protocol achieves higher delay
performance. it's as a result of throughout significant traffic
load IH-MAC use the link programming wherever it
minimizes management signal competition part. Average
Packet Delivery Ratio: the common packet delivery
magnitude relation is that the variety of packet received to
the quantity of packets sent over all the nodes. Delivery
magnitude relation of IH-MAC is higher thanks to use of
link programming and activating 2 hop neighbors that is like
TDMA.

5. Results and Discussion
Figure 4.7 using modulo 16, the rendezvous slots of node S1
will be a subset of[1,17…]. S1 can make T17 as its
rendezvous slot. It is because 9 is not a subset of [1, 17…].
Consider a simple case of four sensor nodes A, B, C,& D.
And there are four consecutive slots. During Slot i, Let data
transmission occur between node B and C. But A and D
also need to wake up subsequently they go to sleep.

5.1 Result Analysis
Network simulator is used here. By using ns2, the results can
be achieved by NAM and another one is Xgraph.

Figure.5.1 network topology

Figure.4.8 Network of 4 sensor nodes connected to each
other
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Figure 5.1 shows the network topology. In this the network
is considered with grid type of topology with 17 sensor types
of nodes and one base station. CSMA/CA technique is used
here. So each node has the slot to transfer the data. In this it
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has considered the individual and random time slot
allocation based on virtual clustering method.

updating the routing information. The route to destination
will be selected based on less hop count.

Figure 5.2 & Figure 5.3 shows the result of time slot
allocation. Figure6.2 shows the confirmation message
sharing for allotted slot information. Figure 5.3 shows the
requesting message to own slot allocation.

Figure 5.5 shows the originating message sharing from base
station

Figure 5.2 Node 0 shares the confirmation message sharing

Figure 5.5 base station shares the originating message after
time slot allocation
After synchronization the sensor node can send the data to
base station through the intermediate sensor nodes. In
TDMA method the node can send the data only in own slot.
Figure.5.6 shows the model of TDMA.

Figure 5.3 Node 0 shares the slot req message sharing
Figure 5.4 shows the result of allocated time slot for each
node. From Figure6.4 shows the virtual clustering model of
2 hop nodes. If one slot is allocated by other node means
previous/next two nodes can’t be access the same time slot
at a time. So each node aware about next hop node one two
hop node information also (virtual clustering)

Figure 5.6 Model of TDMA (own slot data transmission)
In the system, implemented Sleep Scheduling with reduced
over head model. As like as in TDMA method, also divided
time into time slots, but unlike TDMA method each node
can use the other time slot when the time slot is free. To
check whether time slot is free or not, it has connected
CSMA/CA method. The time is divided into time slots and
then further divided time slot into further three slots (priority
slot, own slot, other slot). If node has any priority data then
the node can transfer the data at beginning of time slot
which may be own or others. If node not has any priority
data then it will check for slot is for me or not. If slot is own
slot then it can send data in second slot of main slot. If slot is
others slot then it will wait for third slot in main slot with
small random interval if node not detecting communication
then node can transfer the data in that slot.

Figure 5.4 allocated time slot for each node
The main aim is energy saving and also throughput level by
controlling the MAC layer and Physical layer. So considered
network layer with simply hop greedy routing model. The
base station will share the originating message at beginning
but after time slot allocation. Each node will receive the
originating message, and will forward to others after
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Figure 5.7 shows the result of data transmission through
other slot
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each node has the own random back off time to make the
communication.

Figure 5.7 data transmission in other slot (if slot is free)
The performance of different technique can be viewed by
using xgraph. This is done in a progressive manner. First
implemented the model of Basic S-mac method. In basic
SMAC each node has the independent timer to make on and
off the node. In basic s-mac each node will announce it
status by the synch message. Here the basic SMAC mode in
AODV protocol (AODV protocol is simple and easy to
access and modify that’s why it has selected aodv protocol
to manage sleep) is implemented. Then Time slot allocation
like basic TDMA method with sleep mode control is
implemented, and then the priority model with TDMA
model is added.

Figure 5.8 comparison of throughput with various
implementation
Due to independent random exponential back off time, node
retrying time will be vary; here at 40kb data rate collision is
less so throughput is increased (Figure 5.8) and Pdf also
increased (Figure 5.9) and delay reduced (Figure 5.10).

To make Sleep Scheduling other slot access is implemented
by dividing time slot into three small slots, and then it has
applied the power control technique.
Tested the implementation with various parameters like
connection throughput, packet delivery fraction, end to end
delay, energy and overhead. Connection throughput is
defined as ration between total received packet size from a
node and duration of the communication. And packet
delivery function is nothing but the ratio between received
packet and sent packet. And end to end delay is defined as
difference of received time and sent time. Overhead is
nothing but the number of extra packet used to synchronize
and find the route. Figure 6.8 shows the comparison result of
throughput variation. In basic TDMA method, node can send
the data always in own slot. So if time slot is fixed then the
node can send the limited data in that slot. Evan through data
rate increasing also, it can’t send the data not more than the
limited slot. So throughput level is limited to some fixed
threshold level of time slot (see Figure 6.8). For Basic
TDMA model, the PDF is very low due to fixed time slot,
packet generation will be more but limited packet only can
receive in destination.(Figure 6.9), due to fixed time slot
delay is increased further more (Figure 5.10).
But in Basic SMAC there is no fixed slot to transfer the data,
so each node can send the data in any time by using CSMA
method. The throughput is depends on the only congestion
level. If number nodes tried to send the data at same time
then collision will occur then no communication will be
initialized. If there is less number node tried to make
communication at a time there may be less collision then
communication will be initialized.
In Figure 5.8 there is peek throughput with data rate 40kb,
and remaining places less throughput. In CSMA method
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of PDF

Figure 5.10 comparison of delay
For TDMA with priority method, the node can use the others
time slot if it has priority data. And it checking with CSMA
method to detect the collision, so almost remove the
collision and can improve the throughput further compared
to Basic SMAC method (Figure 5.8) and in priority model
can reduce the delay further compared to Basic TDMA
method. But if the data missed one slot means it should wait
for another slot but in SMAC there is no time slot so priority
based transmission has some extra delay compared to Basic
smac (Figure 5.9)
Sleep Scheduling with power control and without power
control has same performance at all the parameter other than
energy remaining (Figure 5.8). In Sleep Scheduling have
divided time slot into three parts so the performance is
increased further. Sleep Scheduling provides good
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performance in all the parameters. In Basic SMAC, if the
node has the data or not it should work for predefined time
duration. So power loss is more than our model. The power
control with periodic sleep and at the same time variable
period depends on the data usage is done.
So the power saving improvement at each implementation
like TDMA, priority and Sleep Scheduling without power
control and with power control can be seen. By the power
control improved power saving (Figure 5.11) is
implemented.

Figure 5.11 comparison of energy level
RTS and CTS are used to control the sleep mode. So
unnecessary overhead can be avoided (Figure 5.12).

obtained with facilitate of geographic distance primarily
based connected-k sleep programming algorithms. This
formula contains of 2 algorithms. Initial primary one is
geographic distance primarily based connected-k for first
path sleep programming formula and other is that the
geographic distance based connected-k for all path sleep
programming formula.
6.2 Future Work
In improved HSEEIS are going to be enforced with all the
node will sleep and awake at same time and same interval, if
it not has any knowledge within the future. In case, any node
has the information to send to base station then sender and
receiver ought to be in active mode, remaining all the node
will visit sleep. to form synchronization between sender and
receiver and neighbor node, RTS/CTS can be used. This
divided total time into slots, and additional slots into sub
slots. Every node synchronal timer, so each node knows
when the slot begins and ends. All the nodes will be in idle
listen mode at starting off every time slot. If any node has
data then the node can check the slot accessibility in sub
slot. If node has high priority data then it can occupy first
sub slot, or own slot means that second sub slot alternatively
third sub slot. For that the fundamental CSMA/CA protocol
with some modifications are going to be used.
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